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Biomass − open loop  
Biomass − closed loop
Ethanol − open loop  
Ethanol − closed loop

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Acetate − open loop   
Acetate − closed loop 
Acetald. − open loop  
Acetald. − closed loop
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RQ − open loop  
RQ − closed loop
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qO2 − open loop   
qO2 − closed loop 
Ethanol − open loop  
Ethanol − closed loop
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xATP − open loop  
Y
xATP − closed loop
Y
xATP − model      
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] rx=130 ⋅ rH+,growth
Steady−state data
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Biomass est. excl acids
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Biomass est. excl acids
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Biomass est. excl acids
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Biomass est. excl acids
Biomass est. incl acids
OD−sensor
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